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to different countries, and according to the

power and the abilities of those who make war

against them, for instead of erecting, like the

kings of Siam, walls, terraces, or making pa

lisades around large iitclosurcs, the poor ne

groes use the most simple snares; they dig

pits in the passages, where the elephants are

known to pass, so deed as to prevent their

getling out again when fallen in.

The elephant, when once tamed, becomes

the most tractable and submissive of all ani

mals ;-

,covering themselves with leaves to prevent being seen

having reason to suppose there are wild ones near, they

make the females utter certain cries, and which the wild

males instantly answer; the hunter then drives the female

back to the above amphitheatre, whither the male con

stantly follows her, and being entered the large opening is

immediately shut. At the one we were present, the females

went out on the other side, but from the smallness of the

size the wild one refused to enter; the females repeated
their cries, and some of the Siamese began to irritate him,

by clapping their hands, and crying pat, pat, while others

struck him with long poles that had sharp points, all of

whom he pursued, but they escaped by slipping between
the palisades, sufficient spaces being left for that purpose;
at length he fixed upon one whom lie pursued with great
fury, and the man running into this 'narrow passage
the elephant followed him, but the moment he entered,
the bars, before and behind, were let fall, and he no

sooner found himself in the snare than he made the

most violent efforts, and raised the most hideous cries.
The hunters then endeavoured to sooth him. by flinging
uantities of water upon his body and trunk, rubbing

him
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